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Abstract

Large scale pretrained models have demon-
strated strong performances on several natural
language generation and understanding bench-
marks. However, introducing commonsense
into them to generate more realistic text re-
mains a challenge. Inspired from previous
work on commonsense knowledge generation
and generative commonsense reasoning, we in-
troduce two methods to add commonsense rea-
soning skills and knowledge into abstractive
summarization models. Both methods beat
the baseline on ROUGE scores, demonstrating
the superiority of our models over the base-
line. Human evaluation results suggest that
summaries generated by our methods are more
realistic and have fewer commonsensical er-
rors.

1 Introduction

Commonsense knowledge is crucial for understand-
ing natural language. Several benchmarks have
been developed to test commonsense reasoning
skills in natural language processing systems. Most
of these benchmarks such as HelaSwag (Zellers
et al., 2019), WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al., 2020)
and CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2019) for-
mulate commonsense reasoning in the form of dis-
criminative tasks. While significant progress has
been made on such discriminative tasks, adding
commonsense knowledge and reasoning skills into
natural language generation still remains a chal-
lenge.

Recent work has addressed this challenge to
some extent. Tasks such as Abductive common-
sense generation (Bhagavatula et al., 2020) test
commonsense reasoning ability of large pretrained
models and demonstrated that the performance on
such tasks is far behind human performance. Yang
et al. (2019) added commonsense knowledge into
sequence to sequence models via external knowl-
edge graphs. The recently proposed CommonGen

(Lin et al., 2020) benchmark also tests common-
sense reasoning skills of models via language gen-
eration.

Inspired from recent work on commonsense
knowledge generation tasks we propose two train-
ing techniques to add commonsense knowledge to
abstractive summarization models. While conduct-
ing experiments on the baseline models we observe
that the generated summaries lack commonsense
reasoning in them, i.e the models are unable to
capture basic commonsense knowledge while gen-
erating summaries. For example, the model gener-
ated the phrase ‘researchers, known as the excess
uric acid’. This phrase does not comply with our
general commonsensical knowledge. The model
is unable to derive the correct relation between a
‘researcher’ and ‘uric acid’.

Our approaches try to rectify the above prob-
lem in abstractive summarization models. Our first
approach is similar to Yang et al. (2019) wherein
we use external commonsense knowledge to sup-
ply additional reasoning power to the model. By
doing so we are able to add basic commonsense
knowledge about the concepts into our model. Our
second approach is a training-finetuning based ap-
proach wherein we finetune the model to gener-
ate summaries conditioned only on the concepts
in the document and not the entire document. In
this way we are able to relate different parts of
the document since the model has to implicitly ex-
tract relations between these concepts to generate
a summary. We assume that the concepts extracted
from the document in some way represent every
part of the document. Both our approaches solve
the aforementioned problem to some extend and
also improve the performance of the summariza-
tion models in terms of evaluation metric such as
ROUGE. We also try a few other techniques which
we mention in later sections.
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2 Related Work

Abstractive summarization aims at capturing the
entire essence of a document within a small num-
ber of words. There has been great progress made
in the recent past where better and better archi-
tectures have been proposed to solve the problem.
See et al. (2017) used pointer generator networks
to copy words from the input document. Duan
et al. (2019) augmented the Transformer architec-
ture with a contrastive attention mechanism to ig-
nore the irrelevant parts of the document. Zhang
et al. (2020) pretrained a Transformer model for
summarization. Our work unlike previous work
tries to add commonsense knowledge into abstrac-
tive summarization models with minimum change
to the training objective and model architecture.

Addition of commonsense knowledge and com-
monsense reasoning abilities into machine learn-
ing models has been a topic of interest in recent
years. Several benchmarks and tasks have been es-
tablished to evaluate commonsense reasoning skills.
These tasks are based on temporal commonsense
reasoning (Zhou et al., 2020), commonsense knowl-
edge about physical entities (Bisk et al., 2020),
world knowledge based commonsense reasoning
(Talmor et al., 2019), abductive commonsense in-
ference (Bhagavatula et al., 2020), human emotion
(Rashkin et al., 2018), coreference resolution (Sak-
aguchi et al., 2020), sentence completion (Zellers
et al., 2019) etc.

Another set of commonsense reasoning oriented
tasks are based on natural language generation.
One such task is abductive commonsense gener-
ation (Bhagavatula et al., 2020) wherein given a set
of observations the model has to generate a hypoth-
esis which explains the second observation based
on the first observation. Another commonsense
language generation benchmark is language gen-
eration conditioned on concepts (Lin et al., 2020)
wherein the model has to generate a plausible natu-
ral language sentence given a set of concepts.

Recent work has also been focused on adding
commonsense knowledge into sequence to se-
quence models. Yang et al. (2019) added external
commonsense knowledge extracted from knowl-
edge graphs into topic-to-essay generation models.
They use ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) to extract
concepts and relations. Zhou et al. (2021) added
commonsense knowledge to pretrained language
models, their approach is inspired by the Common-
Gen benchmark (Lin et al., 2020).

For abstractive summarization Amplayo et al.
(2018) developed an entity linking system to extract
linked entities knowledge graphs. These linked en-
tities carry commonsense knowledge since they
are linked to a knowledge graph and are used to
generate a representation for the topic of the sum-
mary. This representation is used to guide the de-
coder. Feng et al. (2021) developed a dialogue
heterogeneous graph network using utterances and
commonsense knowledge for abstractive dialogue
summarization.

Our approach draws ideas from these works and
applies them to abstractive summarization. Firstly
we explore methods to add external commonsense
knowledge into models. We use Numberbatch em-
beddings pretrained on ConceptNet to add com-
monsense into our model similar to Yang et al.
(2019). Our next approach is based on generat-
ing summaries only from document concepts. The
problem setting is similar to that of CommonGen
(Lin et al., 2020) where the model needs to implic-
itly reason between the concepts to generate the
summary. We also try a fusion of these approaches.
Lastly we explore pretraining-finetuning based ap-
proaches wherein we pretrain our model on other
commonsense reasoning tasks and then use it train
our summarization model.

3 Method

In this section we present our two methods to
add commonsense knowledge and reasoning skills
into abstractive summarization models. All our
models are based on Transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Let the document be represented by x =
(x1, x2, ..., xn) where n is the length of the doc-
ument and let the summary be represented by
y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) where m is the length of the
summary. Let the Transformer model encoder be
represented by enc and let the Transformer decoder
be represented dec, at the tth time step the model
generates the tth word of the summary as:

P (yt|y1, ..., yt−1, x) =
softmax(dec(y1, ..., yt−1, enc(x))W ) (1)

where W ∈ Rd×|V | is the embedding matrix and
V is the Vocabulary.

3.1 Extracting Concepts

Both our approaches rely on concepts extracted
from the documents. We use nouns and verbs as
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concepts to train our model. Let the Concepts be
represented by C = {c1, c2, ..., cK} where K is
total number of concepts in the document (not nec-
essarily distinct). In our ablation studies we also
use adjectives along with verbs and nouns as input
concepts to the model.

3.2 Adding External Commonsense
Knowledge

We use Numberbatch embeddings of the extracted
concepts in our model. Since Numberbatch embed-
dings are trained on ConceptNet they carry world
knowledge in them. The encoder in our model is
the same as that of the Transformer encoder. The
decoder has been modified. The self attention part
remains the same in the decoder, for the cross at-
tention part the decoder attends to the concept em-
beddings along with the encoder output. A linear
transformation is applied to the concept embed-
dings before cross attention to match the Trans-
former model dimension. The model equation can
be represented as:

P (yt|y1, ..., yt−1, C, x) =
softmax(dec(y1, ..., yt−1, enc(x),

W1NB(C))W ) (2)

where NB represents the Numberbatch embeddings
derived from ConceptNet and W1 is a linear trans-
formation applied to concept embeddings before
cross attention to match the Transformer model
dimension. The cross attention equations can be
represented as:

Q =WQenc(x)

K = [WKenc(x);W1NB(C)]

V = [WV enc(x);W1NB(C)]

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V

(3)

where WQ ∈ Rd×d;WK ∈ Rd×d;WV ∈ Rd×d

and ; represents the concatenation operation. Note
that the above equation has been written for a sin-
gle head, in practice we use mutli-head attention.
Our model is trained with cross entropy loss. We
call this approach NBEmbed. Next we present our
second approach to add commonsense knowledge
and reasoning capabilities.

3.3 Training Only With Concepts
First we train a Transformer model with the en-
tire document until convergence. We further train

the model wherein it is either given the entire docu-
ment or only the document concepts to generate the
summary. The model equation can be represented
as:

p ∼ Bernoulli(φ) (4)

P (yt|y1, ..., yt−1, C, x) =
softmax(dec(y1, ..., yt−1, p× enc(C)

+ (1− p)× enc(x))W ) (5)

We do not change the relative order of the concepts
as encountered in the document. We call this con-
cept only training approach ConTra. In the next
section we provide the experimental details and our
results.

4 Experiments

We use the CNN/Daily Mail dataset for all our ex-
periments. All our models are Transformer based,
we use the Transformer base model with 6 encoder
layers, 6 decoder layers, 8 attention heads, 512 is
the hidden and embedding dimension and 2048 di-
mensional feed forward layer. We use the linear
warm-up followed by square root decay schedule
proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017). We train our
baseline for 200K iterations with a batch size of 32
and we employ early stopping based on validation
loss. We use beam search decoding in all our ex-
periments with a beam size of 4, we also employ
a length penalty of 1.0. We use label smoothing
with α = 0.1. While generating the summaries we
do not let the model repeat trigrams (Paulus et al.,
2018). We use Sentencepiece tokenizer in all our
experiments. All the experiments are performed
using PyTorch on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100
GPU.

4.1 Results with addition of external
commonsense knowledge

The results on validation set can be found in Table
1. As one can clearly see from Table 1 that our
proposed technique outperforms the baseline in all
the three ROUGE scores. Since the Numberbatch
embeddings are 300 dimensional vectors the linear
mapping used is of size 300×512. We observe that
given the external knowledge our model is better
able to relate between the concepts. The generated
summaries are more realistic which we confirm
via human evaluation. Unless otherwise specified
the Numberbatch Embeddings of the concepts are
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Model variant ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Baseline 30.60 9.97 27.63
NBEmbed 31.29 10.11 28.48
ConTra 31.07 10.34 28.45
ConTra+NBEmbed 30.71 10.15 28.50

Table 1: Results on the validation set obtained for our best performing configurations.

Model variant ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Baseline 29.74 9.43 27.11
NBEmbed 30.13 9.60 27.41
ConTra 30.15 9.80 27.35
ConTra+NBEmbed 30.41 9.77 27.99

Table 2: Results on the test set obtained for our best performing configurations.

given for both training and testing only to the de-
coder. Results on the test set can be found in Table
2.

4.2 Results by training with only Concepts

The results on validation set can be found in Table
1. Clearly our model outperforms the baseline. The
most optimal setting is to train the baseline for full
convergence and train the model further for 200K
iterations with φ = 0.5. The other settings can be
found in the ablation study section. We observe that
since the model is given only concepts to generate
the summary in the later stages of training it implic-
itly learns to reason among the concepts and makes
less commonsensical errors which we confirm via
human evaluation. We also try out another ver-
sion of our model where we combine the concept
only training approach with external commonsense
knowledge addition approach. Although there is
no significant gain over the two proposed models’
performances, it still beats the baseline. Unless
otherwise specified the model is always given the
entire document for testing. Results on the test set
can be found in Table 2.

4.3 Ablation Study

We conduct ablation study to try out various config-
urations, which may or may not produce better re-
sults. We present these results in Table 3 and Table
4. For the part where we use external commonsense
knowledge in the decoder, we also try a version
where this knowledge is provided in the encoder
self attention section (NBEmbed+encNBEmbed),
the results are presented in Table 3. We see that the
model performance significantly decreases, prob-
ably because providing a knowledge distribution

different from that of the encoder for self-attention
adds noise which reduces the informativeness of
the encoder self-attention.

We also try a version of our model where the
external knowledge is provided only during the val-
idation or the testing phase (NBEmbed-only val).
We see that the performance is similar to the base-
line. The model is not able to utilize this knowledge
since it had not seen it during training, these results
are also presented in Table 3 for the validation data.

For our concept only training style we experi-
ment with multiple training and finetuning styles.
Firstly we only train the model on concepts, that is
the model has never seen the entire document while
being trained, for testing and validation we try two
settings where we either provide the model with
the entire document (Concept only+Document) or
we provide the concepts only as done in training
(Concept only+Concept). In both the cases the per-
formance is significantly below the baseline. Since
the model is never exposed to the entire document
it does not learn the grammatical aspects of sum-
mary generation and is thus unable to generate
fluent summaries. Even if the entire document is
provided for testing the model does not know how
to utilize most of the grammatical information in
the document. These results are presented in Table
4 for validation data.

In our next setting we pretrain the model with
the entire document and finetune only using the
concepts, that is, in the finetuing stage the model
is not given entire documents (ConTra-Document).
Even in this case the performance drops slightly
below the baseline. Probably because, since only
concepts are being used for finetuning the model,
there is less stability in this stage of learning. These
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Model variant ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
NBEmbed+encNBEmbed 15.49 4.40 16.26
NBEmbed-only val 30.30 9.80 27.77
NBEmbed+Adjective 31.07 9.93 27.78

Table 3: Results for variants of our first approach on the validation set.

Model variant ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Concept only+Concept 19.56 3.20 17.83
Concept only+Document 24.45 4.38 22.91
ConTra-Document 29.76 9.52 27.20
ConTra-Concept only+Concept 25.48 5.66 23.36
ConTra-Concept only+Concept+Document 24.85 5.27 23.10
ConTra+Adjective 30.57 9.89 27.72

Table 4: Results for variants of our second approach on the validation data set.

Model variant ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Pretraining on Abductive natural language generation 5.72 0.44 6.39

Table 5: Results for the pretraining approach from section 4.4 on the validation set

results for validation set are presented in Table 4.
We try two other settings where the model is

pretrained with concepts and finetuned either with
only documents (ConTra-Concept only+Concept)
or with a mix of both documents and concepts
(ConTra-Concept only+Concept+Document). In
both the cases the model’s performance is below
that of the baseline. Probably, since majority of the
training is done with only concepts the model is
unable to learn grammatical aspects of generating
entire summaries. These results for the validation
set are presented in Table 4.

Next we add adjectives in the document to our
concept set as well, we call these models NBEm-
bed+Adjective and ConTra+Adjective. The results
on the validation set are shown in Table 3 and Table
4 respectively. As we can see from the results there
is no increase in the performance, since adjectives
in isolation, when disconnected from the noun they
modify, cannot truly express the noun’s property.

4.4 Another Variant

Here we try to add commonsense knowledge into
the model via pretraining on a dataset requiring
commonsense reasoning abilities. For this we use
the abductive natural language generation dataset
proposed by Bhagavatula et al. (2020). In this
dataset the model is required to generate a hy-
pothesis explaining two observations. Since this
task requires understanding and reasoning about

the two observations to generate a hypothesis, in
some ways it might be similar to summarization
where the summary has to be generated based on
the given document although the amount of reason-
ing required is far less. Thus we pretrain the model
on abductive natural language generation dataset
and then further train it on the CNN/Daily-Mail
dataset. Results on the validation set can be found
in Table 5. As one can see in Table 5 the model
performance drops significantly, probably because
the small size of the dataset and difficulty of the
task adds too much noise into the model parameters
from which the model is unable to recover in the
latter stages of training.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis

To analyze the generated summaries qualitatively
we present summaries generated by NBEmbed in
Table 6. In the first sample the phrase ‘west sus-
sex coast’s nephew ned rocknroll’ generated by the
baseline is commonsensically incorrect since a per-
son cannot be a location’s nephew. Such errors are
rarely made by NBEmbed. In the second example
the phrase ‘the 35-year-old from erik compton’ is
commonsensically incorrect since ‘the 35-year-old’
cannot be located in a human being (‘erik comp-
ton’). Again, NBEmbed makes no such errors. Sim-
ilarly in the thrid example the baseline generates
the phrase ‘playing for arsenal’s official website’,
which does not make sense, since a person cannot
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Article: kate winslet faces a planning battle with natural england over plans to build sea defences .
kate winslet is to face a battle with natural england over plans to build a 550ft-long wall to protect
her £3.25 million beachside home from flooding and erosion. the multi bafta-winning actress, 39,
wants to install a boulder and gravel seawall along the west sussex coast to protect her property.
but natural england has recommended the planning application be refused - citing concerns it may
result in the ’ direct loss’ of natural habitat designated for rare and vulnerable birds, trees and
wetlands. the academy award-winning actress bought the eight bedroom house in west sussex in
2013. she lives there with her husband, richard branson’ s nephew ned rocknroll, and her three
children .(Truncated)
NBEmbed: multi bafta-winning actress, richard branson’ s nephew ned rocknroll has recommended
the planning application to install a boulder and gravel seawall along her £3.25 million beachside
home from flooding .
Baseline: multi bafta-winning actress, 39, wants to install a boulder and gravel seawall along
the west sussex coast’ s nephew ned rocknroll . but natural habitat designated for her husband
richard branson’ grade ii home from flooding in 2013 .
Article: we’ re suckers for athletes who play with a lot of heart. in erik compton’ s case, make that
plural: hearts. he’ ll tee off this week at the masters on his third. the 35-year-old veteran would
rather be known for his golf than what he’ s had to overcome to earn a spot in the field. but compton
isn’ t shy about sharing his story, either. erik compton shares a joke with jim furyk during a practice
round at augusta ahead of the masters . a first heart transplant at 12, then a second in 2008 after a
major heart attack - what doctors call a ’ widow-maker’ - while driving home from a lesson with
longtime coach and close pal charlie delucca. he’ s been trying make up for lost time ever since. ’
it’ s hard, but it’ s also a great thing,’ compton said on monday after a practice round at augusta
national. ’ there’ s two sides to me. (Truncated)
NBEmbed: erik compton isn’ t shy about sharing his story at the masters in erik recifeca, georgia
on monday and close pal charlie deluc-maker’s case to earn a joke with jim furyk during practice
round .
Baseline: the 35-year-old from erik compton shares a joke with jim furyk on his third . the old
u.s in 2008 after an practice round at augusta ahead of masters’ s two penalty for national park am
i, who is set to become first major heart transplant by four other european championship west ham
united states he says: ‘the my mind sometimes you’
Article: former italy forward antonio di natale has described alexis sanchez as the best strike
partner he’ s ever had and insisted the arsenal forward is better than neymar. di natale, who won 42
caps for italy between 2002 and 2012, spent five years playing alongside sanchez at udinese, who
he still captains at the age of 37. azzurri legends francesco totti and alessandro del piero are just
two of the names di natale has played alongside but he told arsenal’ s official website that sanchez
tops the lot . (Truncated)
NBEmbed: former italy forward antonio di natale has been in all competitions during the age of
37. azzurri legends francesco totti and alessandro del piero’ s ever-mate, who won 42 caps at serie
a side udinese .
Baseline: antonio di natale has played alongside former team-mate alexis sanchez at the age of five
years playing for arsenal’ s official website in a storming form with 20 goals totti and alessandro
del piero .

Table 6: Summaries generated by NBEmbed from test set. Commonsensical errors made by the baseline are
highlighted.
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Article: nairobi, kenya (cnn)university of nairobi students were terrified sunday morning when
they heard explosions – caused by a faulty electrical cable – and believed it was a terror attack, the
school said. students on the kikuyu campus stampeded down the halls of the kimberly dormitory,
and some jumped from its fifth floor, the university said. hundreds were injured and were taken to
hospitals. one person died, according to the school. the confusion and panic came less than two
weeks after al-shabaab slaughtered 147 people at a college in garissa, kenya . (Truncated)
ConTra: one person was injured, a university official says . the confusion and panic came less
than two weeks after al-shabaab slaughtered 147 people at college in garissa. kenyan teachers
were admitted to kenyatta national hospital’ s students have been discharged as many are slated for
surgery .
Baseline: a faulty electrical cable was a terror-related school in west kenya on sunday morning
. at least 63 people were injured, the university of nairobi students have been discharged after an
lillian lepos. normal power supply will resume its ceo’ s african retcing incident this week .
Article: cradling your stomach with a hot water bottle might seem like the norm at ’ that time
of the month’ . however, if you are doubling over with debilitating pain, it could actually be a
sign of something much worse. while most ’ normal’ period pain can be fixed with ibuprofen or a
over-the-counter anti-inflammatory, a doctor tells daily mail australia that more severe symptoms
such as nausea, back or leg pain or bleeding at unexpected times of the month can all point to a
more serious condition - endrometriosis. dr lara briden explains that endometriosis is a condition
where bits of the uterus lining grow in other places outside of the uterus such as the ovaries, bladder
or intestines. painful periods: 90 per cent of women will experience period pain in their life time .
(Truncated)
ConTra: dr lara briden explains that endometriosis is a condition where bits of the uterus such as
an anti-inflammatory or severe symptoms can be suffering from your run .
Baseline: dr lara briden says the wants pain or bleeding at ’ normal period, bladder-counter anti.
90 per cent of menstrtriosis is a condition where bits in all point to more serious health .
Article: green party activists have been told to dress in ’ mainstream’ fashion while knocking on
doors in a bid to win over sceptical voters. a manual for the party’ s supporters urges them to
appear ’ level headed’ and ’ agreeable’ – and even encourages them to compliment people’ s homes.
the advice, which has been distributed among green campaigners in london, also provides stock
answers to ease voters’ concerns about their radical plans to dismantle the army, legalise drugs and
pay everybody £72 a week no matter how rich they are. scroll down for video . (Truncated)
ConTra: a manual for the party’ s supporters urges them to dress in , even encourages their radical
plans and pay everybody £72 a week no matter how rich they are .
Baseline: a manual for the party’ s only mp caroline lucas at a fracking protest in support of green
campaigning $1-called on doors, west sussex . it comes amid growing scrutiny to more than
50,000 and ukip - unlike her key housing policies .

Table 7: Summaries generated by ConTra from test set. Commonsensical errors made by the baseline are high-
lighted.
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be playing football for a website. Again such errors
are not committed by the NBEmbed model.

We also, perform a similar qualitative study for
ConTra. Samples generated by ConTra are pre-
sented in Table 7. In the first sample the phrase ‘a
faulty electrical cable was a terror-related school’
does not make sense commonsensically since a
‘faulty electrical cable’ cannot be a school. Such
errors are not committed by ConTra. In the second
sample the baseline uses ‘menstrtriosis’ instead of
‘endometriosis’, which is erroneous since there is
no condition called ‘menstrtriosis’. ConTra gets it
right ans does not make such mistakes. Again in the
third sample the phrase ‘$1-called on doors’ gener-
ated by the baseline does not appear anywhere, in
the entire article. Such hallucinations are avoided
by ConTra.

4.6 Human Evaluation

We randomly sampled 50 examples from test set for
human evaluation. All evaluators were engineering
undergraduates with professional working profi-
ciency in English. Each evaluator was presented
with the original document, the summary gener-
ated by the baseline and the summary generated by
NBEmbed objective model, and each summary was
evaluated by exactly one evaluator. 40 evaluators
were involved in the process. We asked the evalu-
ators to rate the summaries based on two factors:
1) Commonsensical errors made by the model and
2) Overall quality of the summary (i.e relevance
to highly informative parts of the document and
linguistic quality). The evaluators had to pick the
better summary or flag them as equally bad or good
with respect to the two evaluation criteria. In 36%
of the cases the human evaluators found the sum-
maries generated by NBEmbed to have made fewer
commonsensical errors than the baseline, whereas
only in 10% of the cases the evaluators found the
baseline to be better. In 36% percent of the cases
the evaluators preferred NBEmbed summaries over
the baseline, whereas only in 24% of the cases the
baseline was preferred.

We conducted a similar human evaluation for
ConTra. In 40% of the cases the human evalu-
ators found the summaries generated by ConTra
to have made lesser commonsensical errors than
the baseline, whereas only in 28% of the cases the
evaluators found the baseline to be better. In 46%
percent of the cases the evaluators preferred Con-
Tra summaries over the baseline, whereas only in

38% of the cases the baseline was preferred.
Thus from human evaluation results we con-

cluded that both our approaches make less com-
monsensical errors and generate more realistic sum-
maries.

5 Conclusion

In this work we proposed two techniques to add
commonsense knowledge to abstractive summa-
rization models. We observe that the baseline is
sometimes unable to generate summaries that com-
ply with the general notion of commonsense. Both
our approaches solve this issue to a certain extend.
Our first method is based on adding external com-
monsense knowledge into the model, and our sec-
ond method is based on training the model with
only concepts present in the document rather than
using the entire document. We show that our mod-
els outperform the baseline on the evaluation met-
ric. We also experimented with several variants of
our proposed approaches. Our human evaluation
results suggest that the summaries generated by our
models are indeed more realistic. The application
of our methods on state-of-the-art summarization
systems should further improve the results. One
limitation to be addressed is to formalize the no-
tion of ‘commonsensical soundness’ and come up
with an automatic evaluation metric to measure it.
In future we would work on this limitation. We
would also experiment with other techniques and
devise better methods for adding commonsense
knowledge into abstractive summarization models
and extend our methods to other natural language
generation tasks such as machine translation.
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